PVC COLUMN WRAPS

PATENTED

The market’s only PVC Column Wrap that requires
no PVC glue or adhesive. The product simply
snaps together for the perfect column wrap!
Patented design for quick assembly
Wood Grain and Smooth Textured designs available
Built with cellular PVC to ensure longevity
Matches home’s exterior trim for a modern, uniform look
Reduce installation time by up to 80%!
No PVC Glue needed
No reason to return next day to remove bungees &
perform final touch up
Snap-Tite TM is available
in the following two
textures:

Smooth Textured

Wood Grain

The Problem
In 2022, A newly-constructed retail store had
a list of projects that needed to be
completed, including finishing up the exterior
to become inviting to the public. They,
unfortunately, had precious little time
remaining before the grand opening. How
could they save time and have everything
ready by opening day?

The Solution
Wooden support beams were up, but they
needed to be covered to match the aesthetic
of the building. Column wraps historically take
a while to be installed due to the amount of
cutting, mitering, gluing, setting, etc. that
needs to take place. Instead, the store turned
toward Superior Aluminum’s brand new SnapTite™ PVC Columns as a time-saving
alternative that did not sacrifice the desired
style.
Unlike other PVC Wrap Around Column
solutions, Superior’s Snap-Tite™ PVC

Columns’ patented design requires none of
the tedious tasks associated with standard
column wraps. By simply being able to cut
the staves to size and snap them around the
wooden supports, the contractor saved over
30 minutes per column. In addition, no
second trip was needed to take off straps or
clean up excess glue. When all seven
columns are considered, the contractor was
able to free up an entire half day for one of
their employees to be able to complete other
punch list items.

The Result
The time saved utilizing Snap-Tite™ columns
was able to be reinvested elsewhere, allowing
the final punch list to be easily cleared in time
and the store to have a successful opening.
The average time to assemble a column dropped
from 45 minutes to 9 minutes with the new SnapTite™ PVC columns.

That's a time savings of 80%!
Scan here
to learn
more:

Uptown Cap &
Base for Snap-Tite™
PVC columns:
*Standard option

Parkway Cap &
Base for Snap-Tite™
PVC columns:

